
A New KiNd of Swirl

Created by Italian chefs experimenting with ice 
and granite during the Renaissance, sorbet is 
a fruit and water-based frozen dessert that is 

experiencing a resurgence in today’s ever-evolving 
world of artisan foods. Generally vegan and dairy-

free, sorbets are an ideal solution for dessert 
lovers with dairy intolerances and low-fat diets. 
Sorbet’s creamy yet dense texture, health factor 
and refreshing fruit flavours are attributed as the 

top reasons consumers are gravitating toward 
the frozen dessert and surpassing traditional ice 

creams and Italian ices. Sorbet’s story is unfolding, 
don’t leave it out of your business’s next chapter.
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Squeezing a lemon in your 
mix will enhance and prolong 
the flavour of your sorbet
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1. Combine all ingredients.

2. Mix well with an immersion 
blender for 2-3 minutes.

3. Process in soft serve machine  
per machine instructions.

3000g (105.8oz) Hibiscus-infused tea

1000g (35.3oz) PreGel Raspberry Super    
  Sprint (with Pieces)

ingredients

Water

PreGel
SuPer  
SPrint

Fruit
(optional)

directions

From frozen yogurt to sorbet, PreGel’s Super Sprints 
provide a new, gourmet and healthy solution to the 
time-treasured classic of soft serve. PreGel’s Super 
Sprints are complete, instant powdered mixes that 
contain the base, stabilizers and emulsifiers, sugar and 
flavouring for delicious sorbet. All you have to add is 
water. Our ready-to-use products are a simple two-step 
process – the quick turn-around and freshness ensure 
your customers will always have a fresh, high-quality 
frozen dessert. 

PreGel Vellutina® (sorbitol paste) 
is perfect for creating a smooth 
texture and enhancing sorbetsTi
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RaspbeRRy hibiscus  
soft seRve

::



22001 Green Apple Super Sprint

04101 Lemon Super Sprint

352832 Lime Super Sprint

305011 Mango Super Sprint

89602 Peach-Mango Super Sprint

07621 Pineapple Super Sprint (with Pieces)

69821 Peach Tea Super Sprint

305032 Pink Grapefruit Super Sprint

305141 Raspberry Super Sprint (with Pieces)

20701 Raspberry Splenda® Super Sprint

305152 Red Orange Super Sprint

16401 Strawberry Super Sprint (with Pieces)

88101 Watermelon Super Sprint

Not coNviNced yet? 
Try it: Request free samples at 905 265 9099  
or via email at marketing@pregelcanada.com.

sorbet super sprints
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